
Examples of good work

1. Alesha

2. Aisha

3. Isra

4. Mahir



How the circuit relates to Netball 

The circuit can help with my stamina and it can also link into how i mark my player as we move side to 

side in the circuit and that would help us get the hang on marking a player when we are in front of them 

per say.It would also help our cardio vascular endurance as it will build up and help practising on our 

breathing and not running out of breath so this would mean we could play for longer instead of only half a 

match.When doing the arms to the side it will help build up strength and will be effective when passing a 

ball as it would encourage more force and power into the throw.



Pass 2-bounce  

● Hold the ball in both hand creating a W with your 
hands-step forward and snap your wrist forward-
bouncing it on the floor to your team mate 

● The bounce pass is used when defenders are 
moving close to you-mainly use this in the goal 
circle to feed the shooters 

● A bounce pass is a short pass that enables the 
player to find a teammate in a crowded area 



Prioritise….. paragraph

I think that a good pass for when your being attacked 
is the side pass because there will be people near you 
and able to get the ball but if i trick them into thinking 
i am throwing in that direction i am quickly able to 
pass to my teammate. If you were taller then the jump 
pass would be gould gives you the power to throw long 
distance and there able to see the ball coming.



Defending...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fpjIy0_KF00

Watch the clip. 

What are the main points of defending and how are these achieved?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fpjIy0_KF00

